Free Web-Based Services May Cost More Than Nothing:
What You Might Not Know, They Just Might Know About You
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The Twentieth Century will inevitably bring with it an enormous surge of
technological innovations. Today, as the world’s technology sector continues to expand,
more and more people are compelled to become involved. The Internet, specifically, the
World Wide Web, provides a medium in which the average individual can experiment
with the benefits associated with the emerging computerized society we are in the midst
of developing.
Within the last five years, both the growth and usage of the Internet has expanded at
an enormous rate. It can be safe to assume that the Internet and the terms associated with
it are becoming a part of the vernacular. Unless you have been living under a rock or
have been the unfortunate owner of a “dinosaur,” the term used to describe an old and
antiquated personal computer, you have probably come into some contact with the
Internet. Whether you’ve been exposed to it or not is a totally different issue.
As public usage of the Internet continues to expand, many new Internet based services
are in need of development and at a price the average user can afford. Recently, there
have been numerous amounts of Internet-related companies providing such services at a
price the average user could and would not refuse: for free.
The truth is that many new “free” Internet-based or related services are becoming and
will become more widely available. Some may view such services as a means of making
life in this emerging Technological Era a little more convenient. Many of the “free”

services available today seem to do just that. Services which amount to such things as
free electronic mail addresses, retrieval of music from musical recording artists, Internet
based phone calls, newsgroups, Instant Messenger services, electronic greeting cards
for any occasion, web based anti-virus programs, virtual hard disk space through storage
on a server provided by a commercial website, and even as far as free Internet access
through a direct dial-up connection using a conventional modem are all quite appealing.
This may all seem phenomenal to the average individual. However, to the
experienced and rather savvy Internet user, these “free” services are somewhat sketchy.
The experienced computer user would know that the Internet was originally designed to
mainly cater to government agencies and academic institutions. Now with the advent of
graphical browsers, the Internet has become easier to navigate and has rapidly developed
into a commercial enterprise.1
I am a true believer of the coined phrase, “there is no such thing as a free lunch.” The
intent of this paper is to examine some of the many emerging “free” Internet based
services. My primary focus is to specifically evaluate and determine the true cost of such
services to their users. Furthermore, I am interested in investigating how the companies
providing such services ultimately profit. Moreover, I am interested to learn whether or
not such companies have hidden agendas that their users don’t exactly know about.
In order to begin to examine the true nature of Internet related services, it is important
to understand why they have rapidly gained an enormous amount of popularity.
Rebecca Winters a columnist for Time Digital gives some insight as to why “free”
Internet access has become popular. Winters states, “the chief lure of these offerings:
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annual savings of up to $300, compared with that you would pay for America Online,
Earthlink or other fee-based services. And they come with a solid array of baseline
services: unlimited surfing time, e-mail, personalized start pages, calendars, chat services,
shopping, news, sports and stock links. That should be enough stuff to get even your
stingy Aunt Mae online to see your new baby photos.”2 In his article entitled “Cheap
Shots,” Matthew Schwarz, a columnist for Computerworld adds that in a study conducted
in November 1999, “Jupiter Communications Inc. in New York found that 23% of
customers said they would be interested in free online access in return for viewing
advertising and letting their buying patterns be tracked. But 16% said they would rather
pay $5 per month to their Internet service provider in exchange for not viewing
advertising.”3 It seems like quite the bargain. Most everyone would want to save money
wherever they could in this day and age. The Internet is just another expense and if it’s
offered for free by some, why not grab it?
The truth is many people have signed up to receive “free” Internet service. Winters,
in her column of Time Digital entitled, “Free Economy” provides some astounding
statistics. In her research on the subject, she learned that, “according to Jupiter
Communications, free-access providers are used by 7% to 8% of US households
connected to the Net.” “Jupiter expects that number to jump to 13% by 2003.” Millions
of people have signing onto services such as NetZero, Juno, Excite@Home, BlueLight
and the number continues to grow each day.4 How can these companies handle such
enormous growth? Software needs to be written to allow users to allow users to sign on
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and have the programs needed to run such a service resident on their computers hard disk
drive, telephone numbers need to be bought and maintained so that users can access the
service, severs have to be purchased so that direct access to the Internet can be provided,
facilities need to be established to house such computer hardware and staff need to be
hired to handle the operations, customer service, and technical support that will inevitably
be necessary when dealing with computers and the public. There has got to be a catch
somewhere. It just doesn’t make sense that these services are deemed totally “free”.
So what do these companies giving “free” Internet access gain by providing such a
service? As Rebecca Winters’ research points out, these companies receive a whole lot
of information and marketing strategies. Essentially, “when you sign up, you typically
fill out forms that give the provider a wealth of information about you and your spending
habits. Armed with your answers, the service providers match you up with the
appropriate ads.”5 Is this where these companies make their profit? With these “free”
online services come banners and advertisements appearing across the screen, many of
which cannot be minimized, closed, or moved. If no sort of advertisement is floating
across the user’s screen, then there is usually another tactic that is implemented.
Information can also be collected about the user through monitoring the web sites the
user connects to. DoubleClick is one such company that monitors a user’s traffic patterns
online. Essentially, “DoubleClick is able to follow users online because it operates an ad
network that serves millions of ads across the Internet. Every ad includes a small
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“cookie” that tags the computer and Internet connection.”6 Through the monitoring of a
user’s behavior on the Internet one can learn about their interests and desires. Emails and
advertisements can then be sent to that particular user via email or postal mail that had
been provided at the time when the “free” account was initially established. These
methods of retrieving information about a particular user are quite clever. However, are
companies providing such services and displaying these personalized ads, in a sense
invading someone’s right to privacy?
In order to evaluate whether an individual’s privacy is being invaded through the
usage of such services, it is essential to examine how information about a particular user
is obtained while online. One such way, which has become a common practice as noted
previously with DoubleClick, is to place “cookies” onto a user’s computer. One may
confuse these with the cookies bought at the local bakery. However, as we have begun to
realize, computer jargon does not always refer to the obvious.
A cookie is essentially, “a small piece of information (comprising no mother than 255
characters and 4k of disk space), written to the hard drive of an Internet user when he or
she visits a website that offers cookies. Cookies can contain a variety of information,
including the name of the website that issued them, where on the site the user visited,
passwords, and even user names and credit card numbers that have been supplied via
forms. Cookies are supposedly only retrievable by the site which issued them, and link
the information gathered to a unique ID number assigned to the cookie so that
information is available from one session to another.”7 So it is apparent that cookies can
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be somewhat beneficial to creators or owners of web sites. However, cookies are being
used more and more by Internet advertising agencies such as DoubleClick and their
increasing usage is worrying proponents of electronic privacy.
Web cookies have been around since 1994, when Lou Montulli of Netscape initially
designed them for use with the Netscape Navigator 1.0 web browser.8 They were
initially designed to enhance the online shopping experience. Now new variations of
cookies have developed which go beyond what they initially intended to do. One such
type of cookie is known as the stealth cookie. Essentially, “stealth cookies are hidden by
third parties on web pages (you visit a page and get tagged by cookies from sites you
never visited) or security holes (Internet Explorer has one) that will allow third parties to
see your cookies.”9 Furthermore, now, “with the proper cookie scheme web site
developers can tell which demographic group goes where, and how many people are
interested in a particular product or service.” If designed correctly, a web cookie can
even determine the popularity of a certain ad or other marketing device appearing on a
web site.10 It’s no wonder why so many businesses are using cookies these days. The
question that concerns many is how are the users of such services protected from
unwanted cookies? Does the information that however, is collected, get misused?
Furthermore, do the customers read policy statements and recognize some of the
associated drawbacks prior to signing on to such services?
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Many new software packages and prevention techniques are now widely available to
help users of such services from receiving unwanted and often hidden cookies. However,
many companies who design cookies often do not provide any assistance in regards of
deleting them from a system. Marc Slayton, a columnist for Webmonkey suggests users
take the following actions to try and avoid their computer from essentially becoming a
cookie jar. He suggests that users learn about their web browser options to see if there
are any options in regards to the acceptance or denial of cookies onto a system’s hard
disk drive. Furthermore, Slayton suggests that user’s designate a specific region of their
hard drive to store cookies as unreadable. Moreover, Slayton recommends that users
utilize sites that have an anonymous account when one logs into a password-protected
section of the web site.11
The issue over misuse of information obtained from cookies was and continually is a
big concern of the Internet Engineering Task Force. The I.E.T.F. set forth guidelines
they felt reasonable in regards to web sites issuing web cookies to their users. In their
proposal RFC 2109, the I.E.T.F. proposed controls on how cookies can be set and
transferred to a user’s hard disk drive. The proposal was not designed to totally eliminate
web cookies; it attempts to fix some of the problems (privacy and such) associated with
their usage. Since, many web sites do not provide much assistance in the area of deleting
web cookies, RFC 2109 proposed ways in which companies designing web-browsing
software can implement an automatic cookie rejection shortcut within the browser itself.
Many Web designers are not too fond of having to redesign their software. The fact, that
software companies feel this way is music to the heart of many web-based advertising
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agencies. However, concerns coming from users of the Internet continue to grow and it
seems as though they are often left in the dark with such issues.12
Being that DoubleClick has been deemed the Internet’s largest advertising agency,
concern regarding the usage of the data they collect comes into question. William
Dowell, a columnist for Time Digital gives some insight as to how these companies use
the data they collect in his column “The Cookie Jar (a.k.a. Your Computer)”. He states,
“Most companies couldn’t care less about the data they have on specific individuals. It’s
the topography of contemporary culture that they ‘re really after.” He suggests, “the
reason for compiling massive databases is “data mining,” a process that involves
unleashing supercomputers on vast quantities of data to spot customer trends that might
otherwise go unnoticed.”13
On the surface, companies like DoubleClick do not seem to be misusing the
information they collect. However, the more they collect, the more desirable their data is
to other companies who are looking to benefit from what the trends in the collected data
may show. Many companies have recently sought to merge with DoubleClick. As a
result, DoubleClick has been in the hot seat as people try to figure out why they are so
valuable. In November 1999, DoubleClick had announced that it would be acquiring
Abacus Direct. This immediately concerned advocates of Internet privacy such as the
I.E.T.F. “Abacus Direct is a company which profiles 88 million households that use snail
mail to buy merchandise from catalogs. The merger promised a wholesale linkup of
Abacus’s address and phone numbers with the ID numbers on Internet cookies – once
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you’ve been tagged with a cookie a lot of other people are going to be aware of who you
are, and where you’ve been.”14 If this merger doesn’t infringe on an individual’s right to
privacy I don’t know what does.
For most people, having a little bit of their privacy exposed does not bother them. For
the amount of money they save as compared to fee-based Internet access providers and
services; they feel it is worthwhile. So, you have to give them your name, a phone
number and maybe even a street address; and subject yourself to an overwhelming
amount of advertisements. Most people feel that this way of connecting to the Internet is
better than dishing out $300 for a year of connection with a fee-based service. Without
advertisers investing in this medium, there would most likely be no such thing as a “free”
Internet service provider.15 Furthermore if the users to such services continue to sign on,
these companies will continue to expand their influence on the way people surf the
Internet.
Personal Privacy may be one of the sacrifices of getting involved with “free” Internet
services; however, there are several other tradeoffs. Among the other tradeoffs of using
such services are the risks associated with their security and integrity. Furthermore, the
users of such services may have to deal with the glitches that may occur while utilizing
the service.
The question then becomes, how safe is someone using a “free” Internet based
service? The truth of the matter is that no matter what you do on the Internet you are
never safe. Not only can your activities be traced while surfing the net, your exact
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geographic location can be determined as well. Privacy.net, a consumer information
organization reveals several other ways a user can be traced while using the Internet. A
geographic location or the location of a computer that exists on a network can be
determined by obtaining a user’s Internet Protocol address. It is the IP address (a series
of specific and individualized numbers), which allows a user to connect onto the Internet.
IP addresses are found in email messages, cookies, or even in software that allows for
others to access your computer while it is on the Internet.16
Many people engaged in certain activities on the Internet try very hard to make their
IP address invisible to other users. One such “free” Internet service that exposes the IP
addresses of its users to hackers is Napster. Napster, a software program run via the
Internet has become a medium in which a community of individuals interested in music,
swap song files amongst themselves. This act violates copyright laws and many people
in the music industry are willing to prosecute those engaging in such illegal acts. Having
the IP addresses of such individuals brings the music industry one step closer to taking
down Napster. So as anonymous as the users of Napster may think they are, an
experienced computer user or hacker can find ways of determining the identity the users
and what geographic locations they are connecting from. Eddie Kessler, a spokesman for
Napster claims that the software will be analyzed to see how they can make it more
secure.17 However, the truth is if a professional or hacker has the will, they will always
find a way to beat or disrupt security.
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Even when those companies who are believed to be most trusted offer, “free” Internet
services there can still be problems. On July 12, 2000, it was reported that Microsoft’s
“free” email service known as Hotmail experienced a “data spill”. According to
Stephanie Olsen a staff writer for CNET, “data spills can occur when an HTML page
contains an image, or GIF, that is served by a third party company such as an ad network.
When the image is served, the web address, including any personal data, is sent to the
third party so that ad network can know where to deliver the image”18 Hotmail has nearly
67 million subscribers, many of which subscribe to HTML newsletters. It is essentially
through these newsletters that the data leak occurs. It is also important to note that this
recent glitch with the email service is only one of several that Microsoft has “admitted”
to the public.19 Incidents such as this bring reality to the fact that even the most reputable
of companies can sometimes not be fully trusted or safe.
As can be seen, “free” online services, do in fact come with a price. They may
not be collecting money, but they are surely collecting something. These online services
are goldmines to the Internet based advertising agencies that fund them. It is amazing
how much information can be collected on a user based on the web sites they visit or the
online searches they do. Information that helps advertisers specifically cater to a user’s
interests. One’s online activity often leads to the generation of advertisement banners
that the user may find appealing. These marketing strategies are rather clever.
As the number of subscribers to such services continues to grow many advertising
agencies are beginning to see the potential of such a medium. So, these advertising
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agencies decide to invest a little for the massive amounts of marketing information they
will obtain in return. However, their desire to learn more about the users of the Internet
may be going a step too far. The Internet user’s personal privacy and security are often
sacrificed in return for utilizing the “free” services that are funded by such agencies.
Who is to blame, the suppliers or subscribers of such services? Every body essentially
benefits from this sort of arrangement. The advertisers obtain the information about the
user that they want, and the user gets the service he or she craves. Although, the benefits
to the user are obvious, the disadvantages aren’t always as clean cut.
A majority of the users of such services aren’t always the most Internet savvy. They
are generally those individuals who are more interested in getting something for nothing.
Companies offering, “free” Internet services is often seen as a wish come true. More
often then not, it happens to be these individuals who neglect reading the privacy and
security policies of the companies offering these “free” online services. Furthermore, it
is often their lack of concern and familiarity with what they are ultimately getting
themselves into which allows for them to be the most vulnerable.
In an his article entitled “Cheap Shots,” Matthew Schwarz, quotes Timothy Hoffman,
a psychotherapist and the director of Ambrosian Associates in Pastoral Counseling in
Spencer, Massachusetts, who says it best when he states the following:
“The drive to get Internet tools for free isn’t derived from some evolved sense of
household budgeting; it’s innate. Its part of our animal instinct. It isn’t a question
of morality. Its why Eve made that tragic mistake – the apple was hanging around
for free. Really, it was just a survival instinct to grab it”20
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Most people do just that and forget about the risks they take or the sacrifices they make
when they get something in return for nothing.
The issue of “free” online services and the risks and sacrifices to the users involved
needs to be further researched. There is no question that some of the users of such
services are sacrificing some of their personal privacy and security. Companies who
offer such things, as “free” email, Internet access etc. should be further researched. They
claim to only be collecting data for marketing their products and services. Are they
telling the complete truth? How do the users of such services and even the users of the
Internet in general know if the policy and security statements on the websites they view
are being enforced?
Questions such as these are of great concern. As a result, there has been a growing
need for government intervention. In an attempt to help government recognize that the
growing use of online profiling was an important issue to consider analyzing, officials of
a popular periodical, Business Week spoke up on the issue. In a message to Congress,
these officials stated:
“… Who is going to hold DoubleClick – or any other data mining company – to the
promises in their privacy policies? Most online companies insist that they can
regulate themselves. Maybe. But as online direct marketing becomes more
successful, the value of personal information will soar – as will the temptations to
abuse it. Right now victims have no clear legal recourse… only the federal
government can fill these shoes.”21
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In a verbal statement before a US Congress Committee, Fred Cohen, a premier leader
in the world of computer forensics, investigations and vulnerabilities, offered some
excellent insight. He stated, “The Internet today is an anarchy. Nobody is in charge,
there are few rules, and almost no enforcement.”22 In the real world, if a complaint
against a business needs to be filed, one would know to contact the Better Business
Bureau. However, in the virtual world, who is one to turn to when a complaint needs to
be addressed? If proper legislation is proposed and passed in the near future, there may
be reasonable answers to such questions.
One of the problems with policing enforcing policies on the Internet is that there are
millions of active websites and only a given amount of time in a day. Furthermore,
because the Internet is expanding at an enormous rate it is becoming more difficult to
keep track of what is truly occurring in Cyberspace.
We must stop for a moment and face reality. The Internet has become a medium for
exploitation of all sorts. With proper research comes further knowledge. The Internet is
a valuable tool if used correctly. It needs to be beneficial to all who use it. Although, it
has many obvious advantages, the risks associated with the Internet need to be brought
out more into the light. Once the risks are exposed, awareness grows. With proper
awareness, comes the ability to make better decisions.
22
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